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I11 view of the fact that the proposed “ornate Christ­
mas edition” had been mentioned several times in these 
columns before the Christmas number was issued, we 
feel that we owe it to our readers to state that the cover 
in which the Christmas number appeared was not the 
long-expected fancy dress which the editors expected. We 
had made all our little plans to have The Kaimin present 
itself in an azure colored cover, embellished with silver 
and gold letters. But “the best laid plans o’ mice and 
men gang aft aglee,” and it was destined by the powers 
that control all unfortunate accidents that we should be 
disappointed. The publishers at Helena sent away for 
the paper, and it failed to materialize in time to be used.
We make this explanation because we do not wish out 
readers to think that the over-taxed minds of the editorial 
staff are in that chaotic and impressionable state where 
they can be so profoundly impressed by such a work of art 
as our last cover exhibited, as to mention it so many 
times. It is true, the little tree at the top presented a 
most symmetrical and fruitful appearance, and the little 
jardiniere at the.bottom, iii which flourished a healthy 
looking plant, and in which sported two creatures of urn 
known classification, was the successful product of a most 
livid imagination; yet our feelings were not so overcome 
by the expectation of this aesthetic production as one 
might imagine. Our intentions were perfectly honorable, 
and we would not have practiced such a deception upon 
our readers for all the wealth of the Vanderbilts.
There are always plenty of people to give plenty of 
reasons why the losers of a contest lost, and our defeat 
in the debating contest at Helena offers no exception to 
the rule. And while we believe in accepting our defeat 
with as good a grace as possible yet we feel in duty bound 
to offer one explanation of it. For some reason, the rep> 
resentatives of the U. of M. misunderstood the rules of the 
debate, and counted upon having a second speech of 
twelve minutes each apiece. Consequently, only half of 
the argument had been brought out when time was 
called. The misunderstanding is unaccountable, and wras 
a most unfortunate one, for it lost us the victory.
In the death of General Lawton which occurred on'
Eldi tor in Chief, -
Literary EJditors,
Local Editor, 
Exchange Editor, 
Business Manager
December 19th, 15 miles from Manila, the volunteer army 
loses one of its most gallant and most honored officers. 
General Lawton served throughout the Civil War where he 
earned promotion for gallantrjr; he took a most active part 
in the Indian wars, exhibiting signal abilty and bravery; 
and since the beginning of hostilities in Manila, he has 
been a very prominent figure in the campaign. His death 
becomes especially lamentable when it is known that his 
nomination as Brigadier General was ready for transmis* 
slon to the senate when the news of his death was re­
ceived. He died at the head of his troops, where his com­
manding figure and striking appearance made him an easy 
target. Had it been left to him to choose, he would have 
wished to die as he died, for he was a soldier in every 
sense of the word. His loss is felt keenly by every true 
American. ____________
News from the Transvaal continues to be unfavorable 
to England. Ladysmith. Kimberley and Mafeking are 
still holding out, but the reliefs under Generals Buller and 
Methuen have gotten no farther than the Tugela and 
Modder rivers.
The English fared very unfortunately, so far, and the 
Boers have caused England a struggle which she did not 
expect. The outcome is doubtful. English papers still 
persist in their conviction that England will win out, but 
European and American papers are not so decided.
Some sympathy for the Boers has been aroused in a 
few places in America, and some young men thirsting for 
war have signified their desire to enlist with the Boers. 
One would think that our own late war had furnished 
sufficient opportunity for fighting, and that its horrors 
would have satisfied the war-like spirit for a while, but it 
seems that it has not If there is any superfluous energy 
stored up in American manhood, we believe it should be 
expended In our own country. From all appearances the 
Boers are very able to take care of themselves, without 
any aid from Americans.
Professor Barrett Wendell has occasioned considerable 
comment by his article on “The Relations of Raddiffe 
College with Harvard” which appeared in the “Harvard 
Monthly.” The author of the article takes the stand that 
certain dangers are incurred by Harvard by association 
with the fair co-eds. He contends that the professors 
themselves, and indirectly, the University, will be 
weakened and deterioriated by teaching women, since 
they require a lower grade of scholarship.
Alas for the poor persecuted masculine sex! When a 
college professor in the ,19tli century takes the position 
that women require a lower grade of instruction than do 
men, and when he fears the loss of his own intellectual 
ability because of his having to teach the “feeble minded,H 
it argues a deterioration in his mentality, certainly. The 
professor himself is as good a proof of his own argument 
ns he could find. As a remedy for the evils which he 
fears, we would suggest that, women be given the pro* 
fessorships of Harvard.
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PALAEOS.
Being a Series of Carefully Conducted Experiments to 
Ascertain Whether Science and Poetry are Agree­
able to Each Other.
ARGUMENT.
SOME have said that science and poetry cannot agree; that they are as far apart as the heavens and earth; that poetry is made of dreams while science investi­
gates facts. Others contend that they can and should go 
hand in hand; that Science should be wedded to Poetry— 
something ,1 suppose, as a dreaming, giddy girl is some' 
times wedded to a staid gradgrind professor. From lack 
of sufficient data I am unable to say whether a marriage 
like the latter is entirely satisfactory or not.
Having something of a scientific turn in my own 
mind—yet not willing to part, if it can be helped, with 
anything that can gladden or beautify life—I think the 
only way to settle the queston, as to whether Science and 
Poetry can agree, is by experiment, so I have resolved to 
try this method.
If, however, the results are not deemed satisfactory let 
not the investigator arrive at a conclusion too hastily for 
it must be remembered that 997-1000 of the experiments in 
the line of writing poetry are not a success that is it 
genuine poetry is the thing aimed at.
It may be that in the following experiment one will 
find that where the rythm and rhyme are not perfect 
truth predominates over poetry, while some of the especial­
ly beautiful passages, if there happen to be any, contain 
more poetry than truth. So the critics may say that we 
have here only another demonstration of the fact that,
Poetry and Truth “walk far apart 
On the changing shores of time,
The one is singing a giddy song,
The other” is investigating facts.
When one of the Muses that run the Kaimin,
Game and asked me to write for that great magazine.
I was flattered so much, or else half in affiright,
I could not refuse and I promised to write.
But what should I write? for most tales are so old,
And we tell o’er and o’er what ten thousand have told. \  
We never get sick of the “murmuring rills”
Or the sweet changeless song of the lone whippoor-will, 
(Those birds don’t live here but I can assure you 
We oft used to hear them sing back in Missouri.)
But a story to “take” must be tempting and bright,
And science to charm us must shine with new light. 
Now most every college must have its (hand) organ 
To grind out great essays and humor and jargon—v 
If congressmen during their summer vacation 
Would not spend so much time in mere recreation,
But would read college essays and college debate 
They, could soon settle ev’ry vexed question of state- 
But instead of our songs being likewise sublime 
They’re like, “O My Lady,” or “Sweet Clementine.”
With such silly trash our wise age is prolific 
But I think college poems should be scientific .
EXPERIMENT X.
A most faithful account of scenes in the Cambrian Age
about 87,576,127 B. C. Supposed to have been written by 
an eye witness.
The life of a world is the theme of my song.
To aid in my task I summon the throng
Of the brightest and grandest in all the past ages,
The lovers of nature, and all the wise sages
That have lifted the thoughts of the world from the'strife.
From the cold selfish struggle and sadness of life,
To the vast realm , of reason where man reigns alone 
Yet reigns not, for there is no sceptre or throne 
In the great world of knowledge. But many there be 
Who lead and their paths in the darkness we see
* And we follow their steps in the clouded unknown 
Where the lights of their wisdom and genius have shone; |  
Who make paths for our feet in the mountains of rocks, 
Worn down by old Time and riven by shocks
Of the strong giant forces that dwell in the earth 
And have shaken and rent it so oft since its birth;
Who find on each rock its own history told,
And the scenes of its birth in the dimdays of old.
I seek not the Muses my soul to inspire 
Or an angel my pen to illumine with fire 
But yoji, oh my fellows, whoever thou art 
Ye students of Nature admirers of Art 
And lovers of Science, wherever you be 
My richest and only reward comes from thee.
While over the earth I once wandered astray,
Like Dante I went from the main path away,
Through forests untrod and o’er mountains unknown, 
Far, far from my kindred, unguided, alone,
Led on by a thirst to observe and explore 
Where no man ever had wandered before.
Each moment as over these newr scenes I ranged,
New sights I beheld ’till the whole world was changed. 
The air was more dense and the light seemed to die,
And a mist covered all of the face of the sky 
Yet I still wandered 6n as a man in a dream 
So strange to my senses did everything seem.
And now I was in a  most desolate land,
A drear, barren waste of bare rocks, mud, and sand;
No forests, no great waving masses of green,
No grasses, no flowers, no life could be seen,
No lion’s dread roar made me tremble with fright,
No sudden wolf’s howl split the stillness of night,
No blood curdling owl’s hoot no coyotes wild song, _ 
But a stillness oppressive unbroken and long.
No fear ruled my heart but a loneness intense,
The one earth beneath and the lone sky immense 
Above, and ahead the drear limitless sea 
As dim and unknown as my strange destiny.
Yet the weird winds that put the dark waters in motion 
Had a semblence of life as they stirred the old ocean, 
And a voice half articulate heard on the shore 
Made the scene, though more dreary—less lone than before. 
Yet there was a charm that I never had known 
By that murmuring sea on that weird shore alone:
The night was approaching the dim light of day 
Was slowly and steadily fading away.
On the land were no woodlands no sheltering spot,
No light pierced the gloom from a welcoming cot,
On that shore hath no beacon e’er shed its glad light
• For the only light houses were stars of the night.
The air was as warm as a soft summer breeze;
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But unfitted for rhyme on account of the trees 
That did not exist; nor could the winds “sigh 
In poetical way;” In the treetops so high;
But then as to-day o’er the earth it could “sweep,”
And it brought on its wings a suggestion of “sleep.”
§o I lay down to sleep by the side of the sea 
To dream of strange tilings that were never to be 
Pull many strange dreams I have had in my day 
But I’ve learned that the truth is far stranger than they. 
With pale sudden horror I was roused in afflright 
By a loud hissing noise and a red blinding light,
Bike a long streak: of gore on the face of the night,
And a great white hot meteor plunged in the ocekn 
And set more than 40 square rods in commotion.
The black jaws of night again closed overhead;
But far in the distance a pale streak of red 
Shone ghastly and dire and sleep fled away 
And came not again ’till the dawn of the day.
There’s a wild beast or goblin, or whatever it be,
That is ever at hand though its face we ne’er see.
If we go to the desert behold, it is there 
In earth’s gloomy caverns or broad fields of air,
Where’er man hath lived, where’er he can go,
That lank hungry fiend will pursue him I know.
From the day of our birth till the day we are dead 
Three times every day must this wild beast be fed 
With pale lank jawed hunger we’re ever at strife 
And he dogs every step till the close of this life.
With hunger I woke from my bed on the sand 
And cast hungry eyes on the desolate land.
I began then the shore of the sea to survey 
Till I came to a clear quiet harbor or bay.
There were sponges, and Brachiopods like Bingerlella 
Ipliidea, Orthis. Obolella. Cumarella,
And Molluscs, Hyolithes, Ford ilia, Scenella,
Modiloides piiseus, and Saturetta. pulibella,
But they were so small that I thought I should die 
Before t could gather enough for a py;
Many Trilobites swam in that Cambrian sea 
But they were too much like a lobster for me.
Agnustes there were, Olenellus, Microdiscus,
And something that looked like a Bathyuriscus,
But I broke some Kutorginas out of their shell 
And swallowed them whole and they did very well. 
Orthisina I ate, too, and they were all right 
At least to a man in my terrible plight.
I travelled all day o’er sand and o’er rocks 
That were faulted and broken by earthquakes dread 
shocks.
There were streams flowing down from a continent bare 
And were wearing away the old rocks that were there. 
Down a volcano’s side a red-hot lava stream,
Was pouring its flood, and I thought of a scheme,
So I gathered some larger Scenella and went 
Toward the stream that flowed out of the volcano’s vent, 
And found where the lava had heated some water 
And put some to boiling, but part I let sputter 
.On the partly cooled rock, and I sat down to dine.
No monarch e’er tasted a dinner like mine.
For days all unnumbered I wandered and mused 
On the world and my lot, until sometimes confused 
With questions unanswered, gave up in despair,
And closed my sad eyes on the earth and the air
And the clouds overhead and the ocean so lone 
And the great “brooding mysteries” of the unknown.
So weary of wandering over the past,
So weary of life that forever might last. *
And I slept once again by the side of the sea.
The sky it was drear and the wind mournfully 
Wailed around granite cliffs and it talked with the wave 
But no hint to my ears of the future it gave.
HOW TO BECOME WEAK.
MUCH good advice has been written about “How to Become Strong,” but this subject “How to Be* 
come Weak” has been sadly neglected. This 
brief article will doubtless till a want long felt by some 
poor souls who have been struggling along towards the 
ideal of perfect weakness, > and will aid them to more 
systematic and well directed efforts.
To become physically weak the one thing essential is 
never to take any physical exercise which can possibly 
be avoided. Bet all manual labor be shunned with the 
utmost care. Every stroke of work done requires the 
exercise of some muscles and exercise is the greatest 
enemy of weakness.
Shun all athletic exercise. Don’t walk, run, climb, 
play games, or do anything to quicken your blood, start 
perspiration, strain and tire your muscles. All these 
things are directly opposed to weakness, besides they soil 
your clothes, disturb your dignity and placidity, and are 
rather vulgar.
Intellectual weakness is best promoted by a similar 
policy of masterly inactivity. As a student, always'choose 
the easiest subjects when option is allowed; and never 
solve a problem or translate a sentence by your own effort 
if you can get some one to do it for you. It is-so much 
easier to follow and to lean on another than it is to go 
alone and be independent; and the easiest way will best 
preserve and increase intellectual weakness. It is very 
desirable also to fill your text books with notes, transla­
tions, and the like. These will relieve your mind from 
the effort of memory.
To cultivate moral weakness always go with the 
majority and delay deciding and taking a stand until you 
can learn the popular side. Don’t have any decided be* 
liefs upon moral questions, hold your opinions so loosely 
that they can be easily slipped on and off like an outer 
garment, and never be in such earnest as to commit your- 
self decidedly to any course of action. Moral and spiritual 
enthusiasm and energy are fatal to weakness they are also 
in bad form and should be most decidedly avoided.
By strictly following all these precepts you will cer­
tainly become physical, intellectual, and moral cripples. 
You will surely attain such a general weakness and flabbi­
ness of body, mind, and soul as to be able to drop out 
of life into oblivion with the consciousness of having done 
no harm to yourself, except the total waste of life and 
its opportunities for growth and strength; if having done 
no harm to your fellow men, except to deprive them of all 
the service they had a right to expect from you. .
A. Z.
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THE FATHERS OF MAN.
■  ROTOPLASM is a chemical composition, whose mol­ecules are swayed by some force whose manifests* 
tions are known to us as life . A. man is an organ­
ized aggregation of the1 essential cells of protoplasm the 
sum'of whose life or power is subordinate to and controlled 
by a consciousness whose nature is unknown.
By these definitions, the differences between the%
Amoeba and one of the human race consists in the 
superior arrangement and greater wealth of protoplasm 
possessed by the man, together with his psychic force.
According to the theory of evolution man obtained at 
least his organic advantage through the inherited results, 
that aeons of ancestors had gleaned from the wilds of pre- 
historic ages, and transmitted to him as the climax of a 
million ages of vital selection and as a natural product of 
these untold years of earth changes.
The history and nature of the first pioneer of these ad 
vancing hosts of life whose culminating efforts was real* 
ized in man, has long been sought by science, but still 
this primal father rests in the universe of unknown things. 
His history is a crypt in which the mystery of life is hid 
and all its meaning, it is an introduction to the secret 
springs of the invisible forces which surround and act on 
us and all things. But while the first causes, which de- 
signed the structure and the nature of sensitive adapta- 
bility to the evident purposes of the future, elude our 
efforts to discover them, we may still gain a general in* 
sight into the mechanism of this our forefather by the 
analogies of other:life;.
We may safely assume that this first life consisted of 
force and matter reacting on each other, and that this 
matter was plastic and surrounded by the tenuous veil of 
invisible particles which surround all material things and 
which is perceived by a sensitive scent. .The forces which 
stir this matter are evidently those termed natural forces, 
which are communicated from various sources by ether 
vibrations, these vibrations affect all things and are infi­
nitely varied, consequently if life is derived from these 
forces it is affected more or less by all vibrations, but life 
is a definite expression it is therefore a result of a peculiar 
confluence of certain waves acting on a conductor adapted 
to their periods. Life is manifested in an Amoeba by the 
extension of albumenous arms of matter toward certain 
food, food is then something which is not stored with the 
force of the Amoeba since the animal alone is active. The 
activity is caused by the invisible molecular veils of 
the hmoeba and food entangling and thus forming a con­
ductor over which the waves of force of the amoeba flow 
to the lower potential of the food, the impulse of this 
force acting on this plastic organism causes a light fila­
ment of its matter to be propelled outward toward the 
food, equilibrium then being restored by the bodies be­
coming equi-potential, the elastic arm of matter embracing
the food withdraws itself and makes the food a part of its 
organism. f '
This explanation of a discriminating operation pecu­
liar to life may be applied also to the life processes Of our 
own 'body, since our flesh is but a superior and compound 
substitute for the unformed plastic; threads which some 
of our earliest ancestors foun<;l very useful and altogether 
admirable.
The development of the body from insignificant proton 
plasm was a tremenduous process, and, one which no 
theory of fortuitousness can logically account for; such a 
development requires the intelligent application of all 
laws, known or unknown to us. that govern the expressions 
of life. It is this intelligence that causes the operation 
of proportional and differentiating changes in all organic 
life where slow and constant geological changes are oc­
curring, the intelligence which realized that time im­
measurable was needed by the fathers of *our race to add 
cell to cell, and complexity to complexity, function to 
function, and modification to modification, line to mould 
and sculpture, to draw accretions from the manes 
of life, time to merge from Protozoa to Radiate from 
Radiate to Reptile and through all the myriad inter­
vening complications Trom Reptile to Man.
When the mist which slowly gathers over past events 
is further pierced by the future search lights- of science, 
we shall most eagerly look for that era of years which saw 
the gift of reason bestowed on man. Some evolutionists 
insist that this function was derived along with physical 
functions by slow development from the lowest forms of 
life; but the gulf existing between the intelligence of the 
highest monkey and the lowest man cannot be bridged by 
the 250000 years that have passed since the glacial age; 
for while we have increased in knowledge, our minds are 
not perceptibly superior to those of the ancient Egyptians 
who made the first discoveries of physical laws and origin­
ated several sciences; their civilization dates back 5000 or 
6000 years;.and should there really be an imperceptible th> 
crease in intellectual power since then, 50 of these differ­
ences would cover 250000 years of growth, but this would 
not half bridge the gap getween man and monkey.
It may be objected that great differences were ap* 
parent between the barbarous Teuton and the Roman 
which were erased in a very short time, but this 
only strengthens the argument above, since this rapid 
adaptability on the part of the Teuton proves that the 
psychic force was a fundamental part of his being which 
needed only the spur of environment to bring into vigorous 
action. Five generations of careful training would put the 
descendants of an African Bushman on a very elevated 
intellectual plane, but a hundred generations o f training 
would not bring the offspring of a selected monkey within 
the category of intelligences, for while the physical phe­
nomena of memory could be greatly developed as in the 
high blooded horse or dog, the discriminating conscious­
ness, which perceives relations between widely separated 
facts and blends them harmoniously, is missing and with­
out it evolving life must ever stop short at the physical 
structure of man, and the psychic force must ever re­
main a difference which is alone within the gift of Him 
whose “increasing purpose ran” through the myriad ages 
of the past.
0eo. Westby.
MARTINIUS.
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A Fairy Story Founded on F act
B NCEI upon a time not many years ago there was situ­ated in the town of M.— nestled in the bosom of the mighty Rockies, an institution of learning, which was 
known throughout the land as the State University. This 
institution numbered among its members many brave and 
intelligent men and women, but there w as| one among 
them who was particularly honored for his courage and 
self-confidence. His name was Martinius, and he was not 
only a student of the Freshmen class, but also filled with 
much dignity the responsible position o^ janitor of the 
buildings.
Now it happened that the students of the University 
conducted a college paper, which they called “The 
Kaimin,” and which was divided into four parts—the ed\- 
torial, the literary, the local, and the exchange depart­
ments. The “Locals” and “Exchanges” were expected to 
furnish whatever the paper contained of the humorous, 
and as the “Locals” necessarily referred to affairs at 
home, occasionally, some of the students were made the 
subjects of good-natured jokes. Now whether the local 
editress was thoughtless enough to omit to mention Marti- 
nius’ name once or twice, or whether she happened to 
tread upon the toes of some particular friend of his, re­
mains a mystery to this day. But however it may have 
been, it is certainly true that Martinius came to entertain 
a great disapproval of the “Locals,” and expressed himself 
to that effect among his friends, at the same time that he 
professed a great friendship for the fair editress herself.
Matters went on in this way for a time and Martinius 
became daily more and more wroth. At length one day, he 
got out his pen and paper, and after struggling for some 
time, produced a document which he surveyed with great 
approval. This document after setting forth the griev­
ances of the writer, finished thus: Therefore be it resolved 
by the Hawthorne Literary Society, that it does not ap­
prove of the “Locals” of The Kaimin; and be it also re- 
solved that the Faculty be apprised of this fact, with a re­
quest that the “Locals” be suppressed.” ■
That night Martinius, armed with this document, 
which he called “Resolutions,” appeared at the regular 
meeting of the Society of which he was an honored mem­
ber, with danger in his eye.
Now Martinius had a flashing eye, a ringing voice, and 
a shock of curly brown hair, all of which made him 
a formidable orator when he had the floor. But un­
fortunately for Martinius, there were visitors present that 
evening, and one of the members of the society, hearing 
that Martinius intended to present his resolutions to' the 
society, took him to one side and “put a flea in his ear,” 
by counseling him not to liken himself to a certain animal 
with long ears that evening. So Martinius took the ad­
vice of his friend, cooled his boiling spirit, and refrained.
Now when the members of the editorial staff heard of 
this action of Martinius, they held a council, and spoke 
warmly on the subject. The Local editress felt particular­
ly aggrieved that she should have met with Martinius’ dis­
approval, and was willing to do anything to regain his 
good will.
“Methipks I shall beg his pardon I” she exclaimed in 
pathetic tones. “Oh no! I shall resign my position In 
favor of Martinius,” and she tore her hair wildly.
“Calm thyself, sister,” said one of the Literary editors, 
“the whole editorial staff is thinking seriously of resigning 
In favor of Martinius, for our faith in his ability to con­
duct The. Kaimin is unbounded.”
Blit the Business Manager objected to giving up his 
position with all its resxionsibility, and ^particularly in­
sisted upon looking after the cash. And the editor-in-chief 
was so enamored of her duties and enjoyed the criticism 
hurled at her to such an extent, that she refused to give 
up her work. So The Kaimin remained in the hands of 
the editors, the “Locals” continued to be “Locals?’, and 
Martinius continued to be wroth.
Kathryne Wilson.
THE COLLEGE AND THE UNIVERSITY.
Part II.
Passing over the Universities of “Padua”, which had 
“law” for its chief course and “Naples,” 1225, founded by 
Frederick Barbarosso as a school for “Theology,” the 
“Arts” and “medicine”—let us leave the continent of Europe 
and pass to the universities of Oxford and Cambridge in Eng 
land, which no doubt in years to come, will become more 
or less the “model” for American universities. If we can 
trust the Denly Chronicles, we must place the foundation 
of Oxford University in the year 1133, when lectures were 
delivered by one Robt. Pullen upon “Theology.” The 
foundation of the University of Cambridge must be placed 
a little later, but in the same century.
The difference l>etween Continental and English Uni­
versities consisted in the former having “graduates” ot 
riper years, whereas the latter had “hotels” or “Colleges” 
whose inmates were under strict discipline whilst they 
were being prepared for university examinations. In 
other words, Continental universities were “Communities” 
for men. English “boarding schools” for boys. To a 
certain extent, these conditions still remain. At Oxford 
and Cambridge no one is considered a “member” of the 
university until he has obtained his “Master” degree. To 
that time, he may be an “undergraduate” or “Bachelor,” a 
“candidate” for membership but not a “member.”
Mr. Lorett comparing the “Cambridge” system with 
W'hat he terms the pure university system of Germany and 
the pure College system of America says: The “College** 
is like the town the “University** like the nation. The 
“College” is like the nation the “University” like the 
world. The “College” is like the home, the “university” 
like the community. He speaks of the system as a federa­
tive union, with independent action in Domestic affair^ 
and mutual defence and support for the good of the whole. 
To carry the analogy further the “Colleges” are the differ­
ent States and the “University’* the union.
At their foundation, we may look upon these two 
great English universities ns being like the American ana 
German system. Examining boards with students living 
in the houses of the town folk. Then in “hotels” where 
teachers and students lived together at their own expense, 
then in “halls” or “houses” with endowments of their own, 
and later still the modern “Collegiate system” with its 
foundations and endowments.
Tiie question of interest to educational men is will 
the present American system be the one which shall hold 
its own in the future, or will it change to that which has
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proved itself the best in the motherland of our country*
President Jones of Hobart College, Geneva, says * ‘it is 
the opinion of the most hignly qualified educators that the 
vast academic horde (composed of many hundred students 
without adequate scholastic supervision, without social 
coherence, or unified moral consciousness) call the horde, 
“College” or “university” or what you will, has broken 
down as an efficient educational instrument. Succeed a» 
it may in instruction, in “education” it has failed. There_ 
are many indications that the next step in academic pro* 
gress will be the subdivision of the great universities into 
colleges , of the Englsli type. The heterogeneous mass of 
students will be divided into groups, socially and acad- 
emically harmonious. The' small college is about to re' 
impose its characteristics upon the large institutions. JThe 
academic family is about to triumph over the academic 
horde.”
The late Frank Bowles, Secretary of Harvard Uni­
versity, shortly before his death maintained that only in 
the subdivision of the universities into “Colleges” as at 
Oxford and Cambridge, could be found the remedy for the 
social disorganization which prevails at Harvard.
The question practically resolves itself , into, this, shall 
the “University” be an Educational factor in our academic 
world, or that Of an institution purely serving “instruct 
tion.”. . ,  ‘ .
“Education” has for its main idea, the drawing out, the 
cultivating, the strengthening, the expanding and develop* 
ing of the mind. “Instruction” has for its aim the setting 
in order, the imparting and communicating of knowledge.
“Education” leads to a full rounded man by growth 
from within. “Instruction” by addition from without by 
special study. For example our “business” College does 
not educate, it instructs, it takes a man and moulds him 
by outward application in a certain line of action, as “book 
keeping”, stenography,” typewriting”. It makes a “ma­
chine” of him. “Education” has something higher and 
broader. tIf is not merely the receiving of so much accur­
ate information however useful it may be, but the forma* 
tion of “character”, so that the growing mind may develop 
the “personality” of the student. Take for instance, young 
men who come into contact personally with strong gifted 
men. Must they not acquire from tliem in some subtle 
way a* “current” of maybe “moral strength”, which 
changes their nature, and, in turn changes them into a 
battery of like power for “morality” wherever they go.
I think it was President Garfield who said that a “log 
cabin wherein sat a boy on a log bench, would in his eye 
be a “college” to be most highly valued and revered—if, 
Mark Hopkins sat upon the other end of the bench.”
What shall meet the necessities of “Education” and 
“instruction?” The English system where the “College” Is 
for education, and the “University” for instruction. The 
“College”-—with the personality its tutors, who come into 
close contact with their pupils like Dr. Jowett and Arnold 
and Mark Hopkins, men standing in loco parentis, bringing 
personal influence to bear upon the minds and sentiments 
of their pupils—is the institution of institutions for things 
better than mere “knowledge,” viz. for “character” which 
makes the man, for “inspiration,” which guides him for 
“learning” which is self fed. , „
Grant this institution for “education” and then have 
the “ University” for “instruction,” where professors, men
of “research,” “knowledge” impart the results of their 
“exploration” and “learning” to their students.
Thus, by this system, young men live in college, under 
discipline; Study under the direction of tutors, form life 
long friendships and at the same time belong to an “Uni­
versity” which has its own “professors” specialists in 
certain lines of thought and investigation, wl^o give them 
the benefit of that knowledge, and then, when time has 
been, granted sufficiently long for results, to have been 
gained, to examine them upon these branches of learning 
and grant “degrees” to the successful.
Before leaving the subject of such a “College” as 1 
have described here I would like to call the attention of 
the members of this club to the words I spoke in the 
sentence, “young men live in College under discipline.”/;;
You may recall the conversation Mr. Weller, Sr. had 
with Mr. Pickwick regarding his hopeful son. “I took a 
good deal o’ pains with Sammy’s eddication, sir; I let him 
run in the streets when he was wery young, and shift for 
himself. It’s the only way to .make a boy sharp ,sir.”
In an institution of 2 to 3000 students living here and 
there, Mr. Weller’s policy has to be the method of 
discipline. But is it the best? At a time, when youth has 
its “fires” and “inspirations” and “passions”, should there 
not be some moral “restraint” which can influence him and 
help him to live a life of-moral “balance!” with “habits” 
and “convictions” so acquired* and cultivated “manhood” 
would be stamped upon him wherever he went and as long 
as he lived.
You have, no doubt, gathered from what has been 
said, that personally, I favor the “English” system and 
advocate its establishment in our own country. Let me 
now say how it might be done gradually without a shock 
to the system now in vogue.
We have scattered far and wide what may be termed 
“rural” collegdfe, and as “such” I do not include the 
“Kindergarten Universities” tp which I referred at the 
beginning of this paper, but to “colleges” having a reputa­
tion whose men entering into competition with men from 
“Harvard” arid “.Yale” and “Columbia” and “Princeton” 
can hold their own. Take these “Colleges” and affiliate 
them to an “University”. Let the former with its educa­
tional work in the hands of men who believe in their work 
and have “personality” enriched. with learning, be found 
everywhere dotting the land, but let them be as far as 
regards “examinations” and “degrees” subject to one 
great university of national or state reputation. Many 
“Colleges” few “Universities.”
In this paper, Mr. President, I have not entered upon 
the vexed question of “Women’s Degrees” simply, be­
cause the conditions of one university are entirely different 
to another. Oxford and Cambridge in the old country; 
Harvard and Princeton in our own—are somewhat criti­
cised by those who think the new is better than the old;
Both at Oxford and Cambridge, there are colleges for 
women. They have been allowed access to the University 
libraries, museums and certain lectures. They can sit for 
examinations, held by the “University”—but are not al­
lowed to take the “degree” which such examination when 
passed, entitles them to otherwise, but in its place they 
have “Certificates” . granted them by the University 
authorities.
You ask, if this, why not grant them the privilege of
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the Degree? It is a law—that “demands” granted, de­
mand fresh. demands. ~It was a step-to give them the ad­
vantages of a “College” and “University” life. Now, it 
goes further and they ask to be admitted to full member­
ship in these ancient and learned institutions holding cer­
tain “rights” and “privileges” which are trusted to men 
alone—not only connected with the education of “men” but 
affecting the political life of the country. Not only have 
“women” demanded their right to a share in the intellect- . 
ual life, but also in the social life of the “College” Hall, 
and in the public life of the “University”. If women are 
anxious to have “University” privileges why thrust them 
upon institutions never intended for them, and never 
wanted by them. Why not go forward of themselves, es­
tablish their own “Universities”, give their own “Exam, 
inations” and confer their own “Degrees”? I am sure that 
“men” will not quarrel with them if they do this neither 
will they seek “entrance” therein.
If I have not wearied the members of this club, I 
would like to say one word in conclusion upon “State 
Universities” interesting to us for local reasons.
President Adams of Michigan University in a paper 
upon the “Duty of the Churches to the State University,’* 
speaks of this as being a great and growing institution. 
Taking 8 such representative universities, he found there 
were more than 13000 students in 1895. Whilst Chancel­
lor McLean of the University of Nebraska in comparing 
these 8 with 8 representative New England Colleges finds 
that in the decade of ’85 to ’95, the “College” increased 
20 per cent, the “State” universities 320 per cent. 
Harvard, Yale, Columbia and Princeton owe their estab­
lishment to the religious men and societies of Colonial 
days. Oxford, Cambridge and many European universities 
had their foundation in religious communities. The 
“Hate” University has no connection. She is a creature 
of the “State” whch has-been divorced from the “Church.’* 
Pointing as the times do, to the day when the State Uni­
versity shall be a  type of “citizenship” which shall be the 
ornament of the “State”, the glory of the “Church” and 
the pride of our “Land.”
EXCHANGES.
The K AUSTIN wishes to extend its hearty thanks to 
the Exponent, published by the studeuts of the State— 
a hem—ahem—Agricultural College for the attention paid 
us in the pages of its last issue.
It is estimated that there are about 500,000,000 acres 
of forest at present in the United States.
—Ex.
“By ckiminey,” the smoke did say.
Iff As the draft flew up the flue,
“I get a new soot every day,
A mixture of black and blew.”
—Ex.
Sunday School Teacher—What do we learn from the 
story of Samson?
Tommy (mournfully smoothing his ragged locks—That 
it doesn’t pay ter have women fblks cut a feller’s hair.
—Ex.
A teacher in a school in 4he north of England, was 
recently examining a class of small boys in mental arith­
metic. She said:
“If your father gave your mother thirty shillings to­
day and two pounds tomorrow, what would she have?*’ 
And a small boy near the bottom of the class replied: 
“She would have a f it”
—Ex.
In Russia musical instruments are prohibited in the 
churches, because the voices are of such magnificence, 
and an organ is considered unnecessary.
They were playing they said at a practice game 
That they oft had played before,
And curious friends stood by and smiled,
And wondered which one would score.
But cupid as umpire, called the game,
With a clear and cloudless sky,
And the minister smiled as he hung out the score, 
For the game had come out a “tie.”
—Ex.
Celebrity has greatr advertising power. President Mc­
Kinley visited Mount Holyoke la. t̂ commencement, and 
that institution opens with a registration of 562. The pub­
lic was informed that Dewey received a part of his edu­
cation at Norwich University, and Norwich now has a 
larger freshman ^ass than ever before.
—Ex.
English Teacher—“Give me an example of a long sen­
tence and a short sentence.”
Smart Boy—‘Ten years—ten days.”
i—Ex.
Professor (dictating composition)—Tell me, slave, where 
is the horse?”
Startled Soph—“It 1$ under my coat, but I was not 
using it.”
Oh, if I only knew Greek.
A cinch would lessons be,
For English, Latiii, French and Dutch,
They are all Greek to me.
—Ex.
Jack—“I heard of a baby six days old talking.” 
James—“That’s nothing; Job cursed the day he was
Hamlet evidently rode a bicycle. He says: “Watch 
over my safety while I sleep.”
NEGATIVED.
Boy—I say, mister, I don’t suppose you don’t know of 
anybody what don’t want to have nobody to do nothin’, 
don’t you? v
Gentleman addressed—Yes, I don’t —Harlem Life.
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A Freshman was wrecked on an African shore,
Where a cannibal monarch held sway;
And tliey served up the Freshman in slices on toast, 
On the eve of the very same day.
But the vengeance of Heaven followed swift on the act, 
For ere the next morn was seen,
The tribe was by cholera morbus attacked 
For that Freshman was dreadfully green.
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Alaska, the land of promise, is not “just behind the 
times.” On October 1st a university was opened at Skag- 
uay.
All students of Bryn Maur, with the exception of those 
who have homes near by, are required to live in the col­
lege, as the faculty consider college living an essential 
of education.
The following rules are taken from the Sage-Green 
and Silver.
I. Board 15 cts. pr. sq. foot, meals extra.
II. Students wishing to rise early for study, may 
have self-raising flour for supper.
III. Students wishing a little drive will find ham­
mer and nails in the store room.
IV. Students on the upper floor, not desiring to carry 
water from below, will find springs in their beds.
V. Students or lamps found guilty of smoking or go­
ing out late at night will be suspended—from the ceiling.
VI. Any student not possessing a lamp may carry his 
supper to his room—light enough for any one.
VII. Don’t worry about paying your assessments- 
the house is supported by its foundations.
VIII. Any student wishing excitement may have a 
brush with a comb at any time.
IX. Students fond of boxing may find employment, 
crating peaches at the ladies’ dormitory.
X. Students desiring an explanation of these rules 
will, in the absence of the bureau, consult his wash stand.
Signed: OOMM.
Approved: “SYNDICATE.”
One of the Kaimin’s best exchanges is “The Wyoming 
Student.”
THE LADY OF THE QUARTER-BACK.
With both my arms tied in a sling 
With one leg cut off at the knee;
With his ribs dislocated and nose anything 
But what a good nose, ought to be;
With one of my eyes, which are blue,
And six of my teeth, which are not, 
Forevermore lost to the view 
Of this world or a like charming spot;
Still shout I and sing with great joy,
And down to the ages I call " ",
There is nothing in life for a boy 
Like the glorious game of football!
—Ex.
The man who knows not, and knows not that he is 
not, is a Freshman. Pity him.
The man who knows not, and who knows that he 
knows not, is a Sophomore. Honor him.
The man who knows, and knows not that he knows, 
is a Junior. Shun him.
The man who knows, and who knows that he knows, 
is a Senior. Reverence him.
ELEGY WRITTEN I N . A COLLEGE LABORATORY. 
(Not by Gray.)
The welcome song now sounds the close of the lab.
The whistling crowd troops gaily out the door,
Each man betakes himself his separate way,
And leaves the room as silent as before.
Beneath that rugged pile the dust heap there,
Where daily increase heaps it higher still,
The sad remains of shattered test tubes lie,
AVhere thus their ordained destiny fulfill.
For them no more the blazing gas shal) burn,
Or busy student ply his awkward care,
The paths of learning lead through unseen ways,
And future bills cause sadness and despair.
Then hark, O zealous student entering here,
Prepare with fortitude thy path to. tread;
For ruin and disaster wait you here,
And dangers hover daily round your head.
—Ex.
(A leaf from the Freshman Reader.)
Oh! See the corn in the field. Can the corn walk? 
No; but you should see the corn stalk..
See the cake. Can the cake stalk? No; the cake cam 
not stalk; but you should see the cake-walk.
The hen in the garden. Can the hen rise? No; but 
she can set.
The mercury is in the thermometer. Does the mer­
cury set in exam, week?. No; but it rises.
' ^-Ex.
EASY STEPS FOR LITTLE FEET.
A COLLEGE COURSE.
Only a college widow;
Only a freshman small;
Only a month of heartache;
Just a month, that is all.
Only a sophomore laddie;
Onty a sweet young miss;
Only a low word spoken 
Only a stolen kiss.
Only a dashing junior;
Only a sweet “prom” girl;
Only a low word spoken
After the gay waltz’ whirl.
Only a stately senior;
Only a photograph 
Into the blazing fire grate 
Thrown with a cynical laugh.
—Madisonensi.
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If an S and I and O and U,
With an X at the end spell su,
And an E and a Y and E spell i,
Pray what is the-speller to do?
Then if an S and I and G 
And HBD spell side,
There’s nothing much left for a speller to do, 
But go and commit siouxeyesighed.
i 'V 1 I —Exchange.
LOCALS.
Is this the first year of the new century, or the last 
year of the old?
Who is Will Dickinson’s boss?
What is the weight of I OC water? Is a question 
which is greatly troubling Mr. Stewart of the Junior class. 
If he shows any further symptoms the “Kaimin” editors 
will elect another manager.
- Several of the public school teachers took advantage 
of their extended holiday and visited the University.
At the meeting of the State Teachers Association in 
Helena, Prof. M. J. Elrod represented the U. of M. at the 
committee to draw up constitution, rules and regulations 
for the State Oratorical League.
The last number of the “Exponent” was devoted mostly 
to athletics. It contained several pictures of the football 
team. The most conspicuous things in which were the 
medals on coach Adams.
Modesty is a great virtue.
Mr. Sidney J. Ward, a former student, was a visitor 
at the University last week. Ward was captain of our 
football team, when it  held the championship of Montana 
in 1898.
Those attending the State Teachers Association from 
the U, of M. were Prof. Craig, Prof. Elrod, Prof. Aber, 
Prof. Hubble, Prof. Solieueh, Miss Knowles and Miss 
Hatheway.
“One more unfortunate, rashly importunate”—------
That’s Jones.
L, R. Ebert ’01 won the prize for solving the Missoula 
Mercantile Mathematical puzzle, Mr. Ebert is a hard and 
industrious student and a gentleman of sterling worth. 
The “Kaimin” joined by a host Oi! friends congratulates 
him on his good fortune. A good portrait of the gentleman 
appears on the last page of this issue.
Ill Judge J. M. Evans gave $150 towards the fitting up 
of literary hall on condition that a like sum be raised to 
put with it. At the last convocation Pres. Craig announced 
that the required sum plus $30 more was now; on deposit 
in thq bank and that the work of carpeting, curtaining
and furnishing would begin immediately. Our benefactors, 
especially Mr. Evans, have the deepest gratitude of the 
literary societies and the student body in general.
The debating contest took place in Helena Dec. 28. 
The speakers on the neg. were Leslie Wood, Guy Sheri­
dan and Miss Bovee; on the Aff., Armitage, Ashby, and 
Smith.
The speeches were well made, especially those of the 
U. of M. speakers who showed oratorical ability. Miss 
Bovee was the only girl in the debate and created great 
interest and applause. Miss Bovee delivered an admirable 
address and held her own with the best debaters. Owing 
to some mistake about the time allotted for reply, the U. 
of M. lost the debate. All the arguments had been refuted 
except one which Mr. Wood had just commenced to answer 
when time was called. The students on both sides showed 
a thorough understanding of the subject, and the return 
contest in Missoula is looked forward to with interest.
The “Buds” gave a rather unique party on Christmas 
night at the home of Miss Cronkrite. The entertainment 
of the evening was the Christinas tree which was loaded 
with toys for the assembled guests. After the gifts had 
been distributed Bedlam reigned and it was far into 
the night when the guests took their departure, voting 
it one of the noisiest times on record.
The president of the Oratorical League will be elected 
from the University.
Don’t wait for the Business Manager to dun you—pay 
your subscription now.
Christmas, which brought joy and gladness to most 
of us was a day of sadness and desolation to three of our 
fellow students. Engineer K. B. Rheim, the father of Lulu 
and Forest and the brother of Emory Rheim was killed in 
a big wreck this side of Dillon. The deceased was an 
honored and respected citizen of Missoula and leaves a 
large family, to whom is extended the deepest sympathy 
and regret by the students of the University.
It is a long walk from Stevensville to Missoula.
Actors when on the road should never eat breakfast 
—Remember that Hugh.
Daniel E. Bandman gave an excellent performance 
of “A Woman of the People” on Christmas night at the 
Empire theatre. Mr. Bandman was assisted by Mrs. 
Bandman and some University students. Mrs Band- 
man was admirable in the title role, which is the 
principal part, Mr. Bandmann played only a small 
part, which was of course well done, but did not show off 
the ability of that great star. Of the others, Mr. Gilbert 
Heyfron deserves special mention. The young man show* 
decided talent and should adopt the stage as a profession. 
The troop visited Hamilton and Stevensville during the 
holidays and played to crowded houses'.
CASTE OF CHARACTERS.
The Woman of the P eo p le ..................Mrs. D. E. Bandman
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Remy . .  | . V .. . . . . . .  | . . . ; . . . .  .Daniel E. Bandman
Baroness Sophia . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  g f ..................Lillian Jordan
Appiana .............................. ................ .Gill Heyfron
Bertrand ................................... ........................ Leslie Wood
Dr. Goodfellow . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .vi-y, . . .  . M. L. Crouch
Margaret . .. . ......................... . . . . . _____ _____Jennie Beard
Theobold ...... . . . ............................................... | . . . .  .W ill Kelly
Francois ........ ........ I ............................. . . . . . . . Hugh Graham
William .................... ............................ ........................ H. N. Dion
George . . . . . . . . . . . _____ .t. ..............................Sidney Walker
Miss Elsie Rlieinarcl entertained a few at whist on 
Thursday evening in honor of Mr. Ward. Those present 
were Misses Zoe Bellew, Josephine Hatheway, Louise 
Hatheway, Elsie Rheinard, Lu Knowles, Caroline Cronk- 
ite, Messrs. Sid. Ward, Geo. Bellew, Ben Stewart, Ward 
Peppard, Frank Worden, Lynn Kennedy.-
Among the exchanges last month was the “Wyoming 
Student,” which is the most interesting and best gotten 
up. paper, we have so far received.
Besides being a great orator, Leslie Wood seems to 
be a. whole orchestra in himself.
It quite knocks the conceit out of the local editor to 
find that some people don’t like the locals. In fact it is 
quite crushing. Oh feliow students! love your local editor 
and encourage her instead of trying to crush that little 
spark of kindliness from her nature, don’t annihilate her— 
don’t sweep her from the face of the earth with your pe­
titions to the faculty and your cries of “suppress the 
issue.”
What’s  the matter with Jones? Why he has never 
been mentioned in the Kaimin. Sorry Martin, we will 
attend to this matter in the future.
No one who saw the performances in the boys base­
ment last week could fail to believe in Darwinism. It is 
known in the study of evolution that the young usually 
exhibit traits common to their ancestors and this was well 
illustrated by the agile movements of the boys in climbing 
up the dhor casements, into the windows of the old lunch 
room, and leaping on one anothers backs in their vain 
endeavors to see into the Biological laboratory. The other 
trait which impressed the occupants of the room was the 
great curiosity shown, for an hour steady did those boys 
maneouver, and jump about and the cause of all this was 
a newspaper pasted carefully over the lower part of the 
hall window. These same boys ought to be told that in 
the library exists a manual on etiquette which tells us it  
is impolite to stare at people when they are eating. Then 
hereafter we are sure when Mr. Ebert gives a luncheon 
his guests will not be embarrassed.
The Clarkia is making great progress in its new lina 
of work and the large attendance shows the interest felt. 
The program for Jan. 9th is as follows:
Review—‘‘When Knighthood was in Flower” . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  .Gertrude Buckhouse
Sketch of Principal Characters ............................. Miss Scott
Sketch of the Author .............. ..Miss Buker
Current Topics |  § . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........................Miss LaCaffe
Discussion—“Trend of Books of the Day”. ;. .Miss Watson
The work in the museum is progressing rapidly, several: 
antlers mounted in handsome brass escrutcions have been 
hung between the windows, and two specimen cases have 
been put in. Prof. Elrod expects 'to line the wall with 
cases of mounted insects, most of these are already pro* 
pared and the collection is beautiful.
There has been considerable discussion as to whose 
bust it is that stands on the central book case in the li­
brary—Bryant’s or Longfellow’s? The question has been 
satisfactorily answered by a brilliant prep. It is neither 
Bryant's hor Longfellow’s, it  is the University’s  bust.
SOME WAYS IN WHICH MAN REVEALS HIMSELF.
It is delightful to speculate about the stars* to unfold 
the history of the earth’s crust, to learn the river’s 
language, and to unravel the mysteries of life in its 
lowly forms, its beauty and development; but grandest 
of all studies is man. As we study the earth’s face to 
determine its history, so we may look upon a man’s face 
and draw conclusions as to the forces that have, been at 
work upon his mind.
When we pick up from the ground a long leaf, we feel 
that it has fallen from a tall tree, when we behold a 
long hand we are inclined to think its owner tall, and 
this is correct.
There is correspondence in form between the whole 
and the part, also between form and character.
All the f;eline species have a resemblance in form and 
character, the same is true of canines. Men resembling 
one another in strong characteristics have a resemblance 
in feature and expression; and when we see a man like 
Bob Evans, with a square face, round head, and projec­
tion of canine teeth, we notice a likeness to the* bull dog 
arid keep out of his way, and when a man reminds us 
of a fox we may look for trickery and double-dealing.
Tristain Burges was called the “Bald Eagle” of Con­
gress, for die had the eagle bill nose, eagle eyes and 
brows, and was eagle-like in character, flying farther 
and higher than most.
Length denotes far-reaching, high-aiming, and ease 
of action like the giraffe arid. deer.
Spherical bodies are by nature self-protecting, are 
given to providing well for Self, are not usually very 
active in motion nor intellect;
Sharp things are pentrating. A sharp nose denotes; 
susceptibility to impressions, intensity of feeling and 
excitabilitŷ
Well-proportioned bodies denote well balanced 
minds; woman is more beautiful and perfect in form 
than man, also in feelings and character, although 
possessing less power. Of course beauty may be abused 
and those naturally beautiful and exquisitely organized 
become the worst in temper and those naturally ugly 
and bad-disportioned may becomethe best tempered and 
most virtuous, through the influence of some powerful 
trait. They who have powerful traits have powerful 
features, the sayiiig has become common that, “few 
great people are beautiful;’̂  for their features are apt to 
be irregular.
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“Movements also express traits of character; there is- • 
the mincing affected step, with its corresponding char­
acter; the short qhick step and the contracted’mind; the 
long quick step and a character that accomplishes; the 
shuffling dragging step, and an individual who drawls 
and drags in everything.
Those who walk carelessly are .what they appear; 
there are those who swing from side to side, going in a 
crooked line like Coleridge used to do, and like him, are | 
vague in their purpose and unstable in their character.
As to posture: A finely dressed little gentleman 
once asked of a philosopher, ‘why do you carry your 
head so? Why don’t you hold it up as I do?” “Look 
at that field of wheat,” the great man replied, “the 
heads well filled bend down, the empty ones are up­
right ”
Very intellectual men never carry their heads back­
wards and upwards, the reflective intellect draws the I 
head forward. Large feeling persons throw their heads 
back; veneration draws the head upward; very firm men 
incline their heads neither forward nor back, and are 
frequently called “up and down men.”
Secretiveness gives a sly side motion to the head and I 
is often found with the half-shut eyes. Woman throws 
her head back farther than man, because the emotions | 
which she possesses in a large degree, draw the head 
backward.
These serve as a few examples of an inexhaustible 
subject.
Estelle Bovee, ’01. .
THE TWIN SISTER.
While gazing at the stars and the glory writ above,
My spirit seemed suffused with an infinite love
And though my earthly heart still writhed in bitter 
pain,'
Yet a voice' seraphic, whispered, “Thou shalt see thy
- own again.”
Why father dids’t thou take her; was ever my love un­
true?
Can e’en angels cherish Eldris fonder than I used to do?
Is she happy and at rest in that land beyond the sky?
Then will I work and wait ’till I meet her by and by.
But Oh, father, it is dreary to stay here so alone,
And I am sad and weary in our deserted home.
And yet, I’ll live, for that home where joys eternal 
reign
Listening ever to that voice, “thou shalt see thy own 
again.”
Thou wilt let her watch me father, in my journey here 
below,
And Celestial love will shield me from all evil things,
Bj I know.
She will clasp her arms around me when my heart is 
•faint with pain,
While gently will she whisper, “thou shalt see thy own 
again.”
Hope then canpot forsake me, and my faith shall e’er 
be strong,
While alway in my soul shall swell the one sweet song, 
“She will sleep but ntft forever,” I shall meet her by 
' and by,
“In that bright land of sunshine,” over yonder in the 
sky.
E. B. ’01.
GETTING ACQUAINTED. .
The family had occupied the dwelling about a day 
and a half, and the mistress thereof was putting a 
carpet down in the sitting room when there came a 
ring at the doorbell.
She hastened to the front door and opened it. A 
smiling woman greeted her.
“Good morning!” said the caller. “This is Mrs. 
Murkley, I presume.”
“Yes.”
“I am Mrs. Perga.ilup, your next door neighbor.” 
“Glad to see you. Will you come in?”
“Thanks. I believe I will step in for a little while.” 
“You will find us all torn up, of course. We haven’t 
begun to get things in shape yet.”
“Now, don’t you apologize, Mrs. Murkley. I know 
all about this thing of moving.”
“It’s an awful job, isn’t it?”
“Terrible. 1 sometimes tell Mr. Pergallup I’d almost 
rather have a spell of sickness than to move. Two 
moves are about as bad as a fire. Well, I thought I’d 
drop in and get acquainted. Could you lend me a cup­
ful of coffee?”—Ex.
HONEST BOY.
“I am glad there are a few honest people left. Two 
years ago I sent a boy around the corner to buy a postal 
card. I have never seen the boy "to this day/’
“You don’t call that boy honest?”
“Yes, sir. This morning I received a postal with this 
on the back: ‘Dear Sir—Here is your postal. 1
started in business with the penny you gave me and 
have prospered. Thanks.’”—Ex.
WHERE IT WAS KEPT.
It was in one of the big department stores.
“What do you wish to-dav madam?”
“Nothing. T—”
“Sixteenth floor. Take the elevator. We have 
nothing there in large and varied assortments. James, 
rfhff the bell for the lady.”—Ex.
HOLDING HIM OFF.
Doctor ( c a s u a l ly )— Well, Mr. Brown, how are you to­
day?
Mr. Brown (defensively)—Oh, I’m all right, doctor. 
There’s nothing the matter with me that would be 
worth $2 to you.—Ex.
Never th r o w  mud at a. thing you don’t like; perhaps 
others may appreciate it.
A rural ec]itor says chickens are worth two cents 
apiece in his town—but he doesn’t say how large the 
pieces are.
THE KAIM IN.
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